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On the assumption that 5 and Y2 denote respectively a given
complex number and an appropriately large circle with center at the
origin and that the ordinary part R(2) of the function S(2) defined
in the statement of Theorem 1 [1 is a transcendental integral func-
tion, in this paper we shall discuss the relation between the distri-
bution of 5-points of S(2) and that of -points of R(2)in the exterior
of the same circle /2 and shall then show that, if each of S(2) and
R(2) has its finite exceptional value for the exterior of 9, the two
exceptional values are identical under some conditions.

Theorem 16. Let S(2),R(,), and {2} be the same notations as
those in Theorem 1; let a be an appropriately large number such
that sup]2, a; let {z} be an infinite sequence of all 5-points

of R() in the exterior of the circle ]2]--a such that
R(z)-- } (n=l 2, a,...)

and z (n), each 5-point being counted with the proper
multiplicity; let

where p is an arbitrarily prescribed number subjee go he condition
supra,] <p< ; le be he greaes value o he positive integers

in ehe first non-zero eoeeienes Rc")(z)/! o the Taylor expan-
sions o R(a) at z=,u--l, 2,8,...; lee min{]Rc")(z)]/!} be posi-

tive; let Msup max{] R’(z)/!} (u, --1, 2, 8,...) be finite; and

le be an arbierarily given number such hae 0 < r<
Then, in he inerior o he eirele [a-z[-r associated wih any
saisCying

8(2) has -oings whose number (counted aeeording o multiplicity)
equals tha of -oins of R(2) in the inerior of he same eirele as

Proof. I mus firsg be noted ha he ease where R(2)has such
-oins {} as was described in the stameng of the resen theorem


